Position Title: Systems Analyst Intern

3 months internship to hire

Job description:

The Systems Analyst Intern will provide functional support and expand capabilities in the areas of product development, project coordination, programming, and client support. The SA will support key business technology projects managed by Helm360's Services Division and will play a key role in helping to meet business, schedule, and budget objectives. This position provides an important role in establishing and maintaining strategic partnership between business needs and technology delivery in a fast paced IT Services environment.

Qualifications/ Essential skills required:

- Bachelor’s Degree in Computer Science or related engineering domain.
- Background in application development using any Microsoft Technologies such as .Net, C#, MS SQL Server, Visual Studio or TFS.
- Any prior experience working with deliverables such as functional specification, high level requirements and functional design is preferable.
- Prior background in Business Intelligence technologies and sound data analysis skills using SQL.
- Adaptability, flexibility and the ability to work in a team and to be a collaborator.
- Participate in planning sessions that outline technical solutions that reach business goals.
- Excellent analytical, organizational and communication skills.

The position starts with 3 months internship and will get converted into full time employment (depending upon performance).

During the internship the intern is expected to work for 40 hours a week and after 3 months, depending upon the performance of the intern he/she could be converted into a FT employee.

During the internship, the company would pay $15/hour. At the time of converting intern to FT, the compensation would be revised and made competitive.

If interested email resume to mkirola@ccsglobaltech.com with the subject: Application for Systems Analyst